Introducing the 2021 Formica® Specialty Collection, featuring an array of new surfacing designs within three of our popular product ranges: DecoMetal® Laminates, Everform™ Solid Surface, and Formica® Laminate Woodgrains. Supported by design research, the 2021 Formica® Specialty Collection focuses on highly usable designs to create a full-spectrum surfacing toolbox for all your interior design projects.
FORMICA® LAMINATE
Woodgrains Collection
**FORMICA® LAMINATE Woodgrains Collection**

The FORMICA® LAMINATE Woodgrains introduction offers 16 highly usable wood designs. The introduction includes neutral tones in white, light, natural, warm gray and true brown stains, as well as options in ash, elm, oak and walnut.

**Elm Series**

Elm wood is valued for its interlocking grain. This species is rare in real wood, but inspirational in laminate. The smooth graining is subtle yet usable.

| 5725 | Bull Elm |
| 5724 | Beige Elm |
| 5725 | Camel Elm |
| 5796 | Graphite Elm |

**Ashwood Series**

Long considered a cousin to oak, ash is extensively used due to its hard, dense, strong characteristics. A linear multipurpose visual, the Ashwood series in trend lights and oak stain color is an excellent neutral color carrier.

| 5784 | Ashwood Bone |
| 5785 | Ashwood Beige |
| 5786 | Ashwood Oak |

**Modern Walnut Series**

Natural Walnut ranges from creamy white in the sapwood, to a dark chocolate in the heartwood. The Modern Walnut series has heathered stains where brown is neutralized with a touch of gray. A mixed-width, random-match layout with half-cut cathedrals, the visual represents solid lumber construction.

| 5782 | Formal Walnut |

---
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FORMICA® LAMINATE
Woodgrains Collection

Casual and Unique Woods
Unique finishing techniques and a new species inspire these patterns, both featuring a dark brown stained look with random match layouts and cathedrals.

Cherry Series
Famed for its durability, smooth satiny grain and beautiful red color, Cherry is excellent for furniture and architectural doors. With a soft flowing, straight grain layout, the Cherry series is colored in true browns.

Modern Oak Series
Strong and ideal for furniture, Oak wood has wide color variations depending on the specific species. An elegant straight grain, the Modern Oak series offers an easy to maintain trend gray and black for interiors.

The Formica® Laminate Woodgrains Introduction offers 16 highly usable wood designs. The introduction includes neutral tones in white, light, natural, warm gray and true brown stains, as well as options in ash, elm, oak and walnut.

THE FORMICA® LAMINATE WOODGRAINS INTRODUCTION OFFERS 16 HIGHLY USABLE WOOD DESIGNS.

The introduction includes neutral tones in white, light, natural, warm gray and true brown stains, as well as options in ash, elm, oak and walnut.
5792-PG Inked Oak
TERRAZZO MATRIX SERIES

The new Terrazzo Matrix Series combines graphic Terrazzo patterning in natural and grayscale monochromatics, giving these patterns a modern and minimalistic look.

TUMBLED GLASS

Gray-blue and brown particulates are inspired by tumbled glass worn smooth by waves of water. The particulates are hazy without defined edges, giving this pattern a translucent feel.

LUNA SERIES

Three new colors are added to the highly usable Luna Series to expand this optical solid collection.

GAMMA GRAY

In the digital world, the word gamma means luminosity, the intrinsic brightness of a celestial object. Gamma Gray is a true neutral solid color, with a soft and ethereal quality.

Everform™

SOLID SURFACE by FORMICA GROUP

Formica Corporation, the design leader in decorative, durable surfaces, introduces Everform™ Solid Surface, the acrylic solid surfacing collection, previously known as Formica® Solid Surfacing, focuses on a proven, curated offering of highly usable designs.

8 new patterns round out the collection that offers lasting style and appeal.
FORMICA® SPECIALTY COLLECTION 2021

408 Luna Brito White
DECOMETAL® LAMINATE

METAL LAMINATE COLLECTION
13 NEW METAL VISUALS ADD WARM TONES OF BRASS, COPPER, LIGHT GOLD AND BLACK, PROVIDING DESIGNERS WITH A FULL-SPECTRUM TOOLBOX OF 33 METAL LAMINATE DESIGNS FOR ARCHITECTURAL INTERIORS.

BRUSHED SERIES
BRUSHED SURFACES ARE THE MOST UTILIZED METAL TEXTURE. THE NEW COLORS MODERNIZE THE BRUSHED PALETTE WITH DARK WARM COPPER AND BRASS TONES.

M9425 Brushed Brass
M9427 Champagne Stainless
M0410 Brushed Coin

POLISHED SERIES
AS REFLECTIVE SURFACES MOVE FROM BASIC TO TREND, THE POLISHED SERIES GROWS BEYOND CLASSIC COOL TONED ALUMINUM TO ADD WARMTH AND SOPHISTICATION TO THE PALETTE.

M9426 Polished Copper
M9428 Copper Stainless
M2041 Polished Gold Aluminum

STAINLESS SERIES
A LUXURIOUS ENHANCEMENT, THE ELONGATED ‘LONGLINE’ BRUSHED STAINLESS SERIES IS COLORED IN WARM CHAMPAGNE AND COPPER.

M9425 Polished Smoke
M9426 Polished Copper
M9427 Champagne Stainless

VEIL SERIES
A HAND-BRUSHED AND ELEGANT FINISH ON SOLID COPPER FOIL. IN RESPONSE TO DEMAND FOR WARMER TONES, COPPER VEIL JOINS EXISTING GRAPHITE VEIL.

M5392 Copper Veil

FORMICA® SPECIALTY COLLECTION 2021
DECOMETAL® LAMINATE

SOLID METAL COLLECTION
NEW TO THE DECOMETAL® LAMINATE OFFERING, SOLID METAL ALUMINUM SHEETS ARE ARTISTICALLY PRINTED WITH STUNNING VISUALS ENHANCED BY A METAL SHEET BASE.

ROLLED STEEL SERIES
THIS SERIES COMBINES THE ROLLED STEEL VISUAL OF LINEAR, OILED COLOR-PLAY WITH THE LIGHTWEIGHT, EASY INSTALLATION OF THE DECOMETAL® METAL LAMINATE LINE.

PATINA SERIES
THIS SERIES EMBRACES THE BEAUTIFUL, NATURAL EFFECTS OF WEATHERING AND AGE THAT OCCUR WHEN METALS ARE EXPOSED TO THE ELEMENTS.
FORMICA® SPECIALTY COLLECTION 2021

M9421 Dark Rolled Steel 408 Luna Britte White
2021 SPECIALTY COLLECTION

Order samples at www.formica.com

Cover: 5784-NG Ashwood Bone 5789-43 Clove Spice Cherry